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CAN "HIGH TECH* SUBORDINATE
NUNMERICAL SUPERIORITY?

INTRODUCTION

The Soviet Union presents a military force with significant numerical
superiority relative to United States' military forces (3). This report
considers whether technical superiority can compensate for Soviet numerical
superiority.

Historical research and analysis is one important approach to addressing
the question of whether technical superiority can reliably compensate for
numerical deficiency. Previous military conflicts can be studied in depth to
evaluate the separate but interacting roles of technical and numerical
strength. For example, it is my perception that both the 1973 Middle East war
and Falkland war were conflicts where the technically superior force prevailed
over the numerically superior military system. On the other hand, it is my
opinion that the technologically superior force was at least partially
thwarted in Vietnam, and a similar situation is occurring in Afghanistan.

In addition to historical analysis, detailed computer-based operations
research modeling and systems field testing might also be employed to evaluate
the "high tech" option. However, before either historical analysis or fu-
ture-oriented operations research is pursued, it may be appropriate to set out
some basic propositions or hypotheses which the more detailed analyses would
ccnfirm, refute, or refine. The development of these starting-point proposi-
tions or hypotheses is the purpose of this report.

THE LANCHESTIR N-SQUARE LAW

Following the simple formulation of Lanchester, consider two opposing
forces, Blue force versus Red force (6). With the two forces meeting across a
single front, to crude first-order approximation, the rate of attrition of the
Blue force should be roughly proportional to the size of the Red force, that
is

dB/dt - - v-R (1)

where B is the size of the Blue force, R Is the size of the Red force, and v is
Blue force vulnerability or, equivalently, is Red force capability. Simi-
larly, as a first approximation,

dR/dt - - c-B (2)

where c Is Blue force capability.

Equations I and 2 can be solved simultaneously to obtain equations 3 and
4:



B(t) - (112/1){(c B0 + r R O)exp(- /* t) +

(rc B0 - IR RO)exp(+/'eJ t)} (3)

R(t) - (1/2rv){(rc B0 + V/• RO)exp(-(cv t) +

(rv R0 - /B Bo)exp(+/• t)} (4)

In these equations B0 and R0 are the sizes of the Blue force and Red force
respectively at time t - 0, the start of combat. Equations 3 and 4 show
that the Red force can be reduced to nil if c•Z is greater than vO2 and con-
versely the Blue force can be reduced if cB 0 is less than vRo . This ob-
servation is the core of Lanchester's "n-square law" which states that two
opposing forces are of equal fighting strength If the products

capability x (size) 2

are equal (i.e., if cB-2 vR0 ).

Rather than using equations 3 and 4, the notion of fighting strength can
be developed In another way. Two forces are of equal military strength if
their relative rates of loss are the same, that is, if

1 dB 1 dR--- - -- (5)
B dt R dt

By substituting equations 1 and 2 into equation 5, the relationship cB0
2 -

vRo0 is again obtained as a condition of equal force strength.

If the Blue force is a successful "high tech" force, its capability c
will exceed its vulnerability v so that an initial numerical inferiority (B0
less than RO) can be offset. However, if, for example, the Red force is twice
the size of the Blue force, Blue force capability to inflict damage (c) must
be four times Its vulnerability (v). Thus, my first proposition or hypothesis
emerges:

For battle at a coberent front, a 'high techm force can defeat
superior nubers; hoever, the technical advantage oa the "high
tech' force (d/v) vlli have to be much greater than the nunerl-
cal advantage (" 0 /BO) possessed by the opponent.

This hypothesis asserts that a technological advantage can be offset by a
numerical response. Thus a specific technological advance may be of value
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only for a limited time, and continuous research and development effort is
required. While research and development projects can be planned and managed,
the outcome of such projects cannot be deterministically known because of the
role of the unexpected in technological advance. Thus strengthening a mili-
tary force by technological improvements only is subject to greater uncer-
tainty than is strengthening by numerical increase, although the possibility
of a quantum leap in technological capability is always present. Thus, a mix
of technological and numerical strengthening may be elected. However, while
pointing to the desirability of a combined focus on technological and numeri-
cal strength, the great importance of technological research and development
must not be diminished, particularly because of the possibility of technologi-
cal surprise which could radically alter any balance of power.

"HIGH TECHN AND COST

The cost of a military force is directly related to the capability of its
elements and the number of elements possessed. Assume equal dollar value for
each unit of military capacity and symbolize this value by kappa (K). Then the
cost of Blue force is KcB 0 , and the cost of Red force is KvRO. If the forces
are of equal military strength, cB0

2 M vRo2 , but this equality implies that

KcB 0 > KvR 0

when Blue force is technologically superior (c/v.> 1) but numerically inferior
(Ro/B 0 > 1). In summary I hypothesize that:

Costs for a "high tech' force will be greater than the costs
for an equal-strength "low techw force, unless the "high-tech"
force also achieves greater efficiency in military production.

The costs alluded to in this hypothesis are hardware and training costs,
but neglect human life values. The question of personnel losses will be
touched on in a subsequent section. The condition of equal dollar value for
each unit of military capacity is unlikely to obtain in practice. On one
hand, a technologically advanced nation fielding a high-tech force may have a
higher standard of living and generally higher labor costs. On the other hand,
automation of production and similar technological innovations can reduce
weapons' production costs.

"KIGH TECH' AND GUERRILLA WARFARE

Another important consequence can be suggested from the very simple
Lanchesterian approximation. My first two propositions were developed in the
setting of war across a coherent battlefront by two homogeneous clashing
forces. If the technically primitive force is able to string out the "high
tech" force over a disjointed, incoherent battlefront and, using mobility and
terrain cover, is able to attack only when possessing a significant numerical
advantage, the primitive force can be victorious. Equations 3 and 4 can be
applied to illustrate this assertion, and the results are surprising.
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B0 and R0 are the sizes of the entire Blue and Red forces respectively
at the beginning of conflict. In equations 3 and 4 rplace B0 by B0  and R
by R0  where the primed symbols refer to subunits of the total forces.Assume that R0  is sufficiently greater than B to offset any technologi-
cal advantage the Blue force may possess; that 2s, let vRo'2 be greater than
cBo12. Then the Blue force subunit with initial size BO' can be reduced to
nil in time t*, where t* is computed from equation 3 as

exp(-/c'v t*) /v R-- -- B0  (6)vr Rot + V Bo

By substituting equation 6 into equation 4, it is apparent that the Red force
subunit size, after its destruction of the Blue unit, is R'(t*) where

R'(t*) - Ro 1 - cBo' 2 /vR 0 ' 2  (7)

Specific cases can be studied using equation 7. For example, consider the
Blue force to be technologically superior with c/v - 6 comfortably offsetting
Red force numerical superiority, Ro/B 0 - 2. Suppose a portion of the Red
force is able to attack a small subunit of the Blue force. Specifically,
suppose B0  - 0.02 BO; that is, suppose that the Blue subunit attacked is 2%
of the total Blue force. If the Red force attacks the Blue subunit with a
10% subunit force of its own, we have o- 0.10 RO. Substituting these
values for RO and B0  i~nto equation 7, and remembering that c/v - 6 and
Ro/B0 - 2, we find that R (t*) - .97 R0 - 0.097 Fi; that is, the Red force
has destroyed 2% of the Blue force while losing only 0.3% of its own force.
Fifty such engagements would completely reduce the Blue force while the Red
force would sustain loss of only 15% of its total force. Thus the following
extremely important proposition emerges:

A technically anid nunerically inferior force can defeat a 'high
tech= force, if the more primitive force can require the *high
techo force to fight across a diffuse battlefront, and the
primitive force can choose to fight only when It has local
numerical superiority.

It is certainly possible that future technological breakthroughs will enable
more effective countering of guerrilla-like activities. For example, if enemy
combatants could be remotely tracked, irrespective of cover, by a personal,
possibly electromagnetic signature, ambushing and surprise attacks could be
minimized, and combatants could be culled from protecting populations.
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*HIGIH TECI" AND PE1MCHOIEL L•JJ1SF

Equation 7 provides an estimate of Red force losses after defeating a
Blue force component. In fact R (t*)/R0 I can be interpreted as a proba-
bility: specifically, the probability of surviving the particular engagement.
An analogous equation can be written to provide an estimate of Blue force
losses after defeating a Red force component, and is given in equation 8 where

B'(t*) Bo 1 - vR0 2/cB0o2 (8)

Again, B'(t*)/B0 can be interpreted as a probability of engagement survival.

In studying equations 7 and 8, some very interesting considerations
emerge. If given a choice between weapons, it is quite understandable that an
airman or ground soldier would choose to employ the weapon with greatest
effectiveness, both out of a concern for self-defense and to be of assistance
to his cause and comrades-in-arms. Such an intuitive choice gains force by
reference to equations 7 and 8, since in one-on-one or equal group en-
gagements (R0 - B0 ) the individual with the best weapon has highest probabil-
ity cf survival. gowever, if weapons' costs are so high that you are asked to
serve in a reduced force which faces an adversary with a numerical advantage
that outweighs your technological superiority in most engagements, self and
group interest might suggest fielding of lesser weapons in greater quantity.
This conclusion also follows from equations 7 and 8, since losses are seen
there to be a function of relative fighting strengths, involving products of
both weapons' capability and force size (squared). These thoughts clearly
intersect concerns of the national economy with complex issues regarding human
life values. In any case, it seems important to consider that, at least in
some military instances, the use of greater numbers may spare lives as effec-
tively as does the introduction of new technology.

ALTEWIATIVE ASSUMPTIONS

The preceding discussions follow from the assumption that loss rates are
directly proportional to adversary size. This assumption leads to an emphasis
on an interaction between technological quality of weapons and numerical
availability. Is this interaction a quirk of the starting assumption?

Lanchester propounded a second model that addresses long-range fire
targeting an area containing enemy forces, rather than targeting enemy forces
per se (6). This model is given below, using the same symbols defined be-
fore:

dB
-- - -vRB
dt
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dRS- -cRB
dt

Since equal attrition rates (i.e., (1/B)dB/dt = (1/R)dR/dt) imply equal
fighting strengths, it is found in this model that Blue fighting strength is
c-B0 and Red fighting strength is v.Ro. Thus for the case of long-range
area-targeted fire, weapons' capability and weapons' numbers are on a more
equal footing (B0 and R0 are no longer squared). Nonetheless, the intimate
interaction of technology and numbers is still seen in this formulation, as
well as in other variants of Lanchester's approach (4,5). Thus, I tentatively
conclude that the dependence of fighting force on both weapons' quality and
quantity will be found across a significant range of conflict situations.

•JALITATIVE COSIDERATIONS

Thus far I am provisionally arguing that "high tech" forces can subordi-
nate numerical superiority but with due regard for numerical counteraction,
cost, and guerrilla-type actions. Two other cautions will be brought forward
now.

First, a military system that greatly focuses on technology could poten-
tially find itself stocked with personnel who are expert engineers, operations
analysts and managers, but with very few individuals whose concern is military
art and science (2). The American editor of Sidorenko's text, The Offensive,
states that: "No graduate degrees in the United States are given in the field
of military science" while in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: "There
probably are several hundred officers who have been awarded the degree Candi-
date of Military Science" (1). Does this reported, apparent lack of advanced
military science training in the United States represent an important vulnera-
bil ity?

Second, a "high tech" military system could be so sophisticated that
average members of a nation's population would not grasp basic military con-
cepts and necessities without help, and thus the military might become an
esoteric, detached entity without a base of support. This concern highlights
the need for extensive military-to-citizen communication.

These two qualitative considerations further moderate the concept of a
"high tech" force. These considerations do not minimize the importance of
technology, but rather place technology in a broader framework. Again, weap-
ons' capability based on technology is an important force multiplier and the
problem of technological surprise is serious. Thus research and development
efforts must be pursued without pause. System procurement and deployment,
whether "high tech" or not, may occur as dictated by mission requirements,
resource availability, economics, politics, and innumerable other considera-
tions delicately balanced.
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CONCL.USIONI

Starting from the assumption that attrition of one's forces will be
roughly proportional to the size of one's opponent, with the constant of pro-
portionality reflecting the adversary's capability, I have been able to infer
three propositions about the "high tech" option. I provisionally conclude
that "high tech" can subordinate Soviet numerical superiority. However, this
dominance over numerical superiority may occur only if our technical superior-
ity significantly outstrips our numerical inferiority. Roughly, if we are
half as large, we might require ourselves to be more than four times as good.
The "high tech" option may be more expensive if parity is achieved, unless
greater production efficiency can be accomplished. Lastly the "high tech"
option may be weak against an enemy who can skillfully employ tactical re-
treat, hiding In terrain, or who can live within a population considered not
targetable.

The propositions put forward here are the result of earnest but limited
analysis. Since the formulation of the propositions used deterministic ex-
pressions, probabilistic elements such as readiness and weapons reliability
have not been addressed. In any case, the propositions put forward should be
seriously challenged by careful historical research and analysis, and by de-
tailed operations analysis and test of current systems. I perceive through
personal experiences in these domains, that military success is an intricate
,;ca;' * f quantity and quality, and that balanced development of both is re-
quired. We must provide each airman with weapons and skills which are
optimally effective in each of the threat environments he may face, but great
care must be taken that this is done in sufficient numbers.

U.,
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